
 

Malaysia buys more vaccine to accelerate
virus inoculations
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A medical worker collects swab sample from a child during coronavirus testing
at a COVID-19 testing center in Shah Alam, outskirts of Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia, Thursday, May 27, 2021. Malaysia's latest coronavirus surge has been
taking a turn for the worse as surging numbers and deaths have caused alarm
among health officials, while cemeteries in the capital are dealing with an
increasing number of deaths. Credit: AP Photo/Vincent Thian
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Malaysia has procured more vaccines and aims to accelerate inoculations
starting next month, a Cabinet minister said Thursday, as the government
struggles to contain a worsening coronavirus crisis.

Science Minister Khairy Jamaluddin said the government has bought an
additional 12.8 million doses of the Pfizer vaccine, bringing the total to
44.8 million doses, enough to cover 70% of Malaysia's population.

Over 11 million people, or about a third of the population, have
registered for vaccinations but only 1.7 million have received at least one
dose.

Khairy said the vaccines will be delivered over the next few months,
allowing the government to increase inoculations to 150,000 a day
starting in June.

Malaysia has also approved the Sinovac and AstraZeneca vaccines.

The health ministry on Thursday reported 7,857 new infections, a new
record that pushed the country's total confirmed cases to 541,224. It was
the third straight day in which new cases soared above 7,000. Total
deaths have spiked to 2,491.

The ministry earlier Thursday called for medical officers, dentists,
nurses and technicians to volunteer to help overburdened health workers
in the fight against the pandemic.

Health Director-General Noor Hisham Abdullah, who has warned of a
further spike in cases, tweeted that volunteers are sorely needed
nationwide.
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Malaysians wait outside a community hall for coronavirus testing at a COVID-19
testing center in Shah Alam, outskirts of Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, Thursday,
May 27, 2021. Malaysia's latest coronavirus surge has been taking a turn for the
worse as surging numbers and deaths have caused alarm among health officials,
while cemeteries in the capital are dealing with an increasing number of deaths.
Credit: AP Photo/Vincent Thian
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A medical worker collects swab sample from a woman during coronavirus
testing at a COVID-19 testing center in Shah Alam, outskirts of Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia, Thursday, May 27, 2021. Malaysia's latest coronavirus surge has been
taking a turn for the worse as surging numbers and deaths have caused alarm
among health officials, while cemeteries in the capital are dealing with an
increasing number of deaths. Credit: AP Photo/Vincent Thian

Malaysia's daily cases have been on the rise since April and accelerated
after the Muslim Eid festival despite a one-month near-lockdown until
June 7. The surge, coupled with a rise in deaths, have strained the
healthcare system.

A southern state ruler has echoed calls for a full lockdown that would
halt nearly all economic activities. The government says this could lead
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to economic disaster and instead has tightened restrictions on movement.

  
 

  

A medical worker collects swab sample from a boy during coronavirus testing at
a COVID-19 testing center in Shah Alam, outskirts of Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia,
Thursday, May 27, 2021. Malaysia's latest coronavirus surge has been taking a
turn for the worse as surging numbers and deaths have caused alarm among
health officials, while cemeteries in the capital are dealing with an increasing
number of deaths. Credit: AP Photo/Vincent Thian

Thousands of people, including one of Malaysia's most famous singers,
have been fined for violating COVID-19 safety rules. Local media said
singer Siti Nurhaliza Tarudin and her husband were fined 10,000 ringgit
($2,417) each for holding a religious ceremony last month for their baby.
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Malaysia's Islamic Affairs minister as well as three Islamic preachers
who allegedly violated a ban on inter-state travel to attend the ceremony
were also reportedly fined.

© 2021 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not
be published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed without permission.
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